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The possible use of biological weapons (BW) is a matter of national and
international importance. In May 1999, the Royal Society considered BW in
conjunction with representatives of the National Academy of Sciences (United
States) and the Acadèmie des Sciences (France). As a result, the Royal Society
decided to publish this document about the main issues affecting the control
of BW. It is primarily concerned with the use of BW against civilian, rather than
military, targets and deals with three topics:

• The nature of BW, their effectiveness and an assessment of the agents that
are most likely to be used.

• International control measures: The Biological Weapons Convention (BWC)
and its projected Protocol.

• National control measures: Management of the consequences of BW
attacks on civilians.



Measures for controlling the threat from biological
weapons

The Royal Society considers and forms views on important
scientific matters that affect the community in order to
provide information and independent advice to scientists,
the public and government departments. At present, the
possible use of biological weapons (BW) is a matter of
national and international concern. Many of the aspects are
scientific. In 1994, after the potential threat from BW had
been underlined by the Gulf War, the Royal Society
published a report on Scientific Aspects of Control of
Biological Weapons. This report was comprehensive and
highly technical. It was intended to be read by the scientific
community and those government officials engaged in
national and international efforts to control BW. 

In May 1999, the Royal Society considered BW again in
conjunction with representatives of the National
Academy of Sciences (United States) and the Acadèmie
des Sciences (France). As a result, the Royal Society
decided to publish a document, in a less technical form
than its 1994 report, about the main issues affecting the
control of BW. This new document has been endorsed by
the Council of the Royal Society. It does not necessarily
represent the views of the National Academy of Sciences
and the Acadèmie des Sciences . This document should
help the public and government officials, as well as
scientists, to understand the threat from BW, and it makes
recommendations for coping with it.

This document is primarily concerned with the use of BW
against civilian, rather than military, targets and deals
with three topics:

• The nature of BW, their effectiveness and an assessment
of the agents that are most likely to be used.

• International control measures: The Biological
Weapons Convention (BWC) and its projected
Protocol.

• National control measures: Management of the
consequences of BW attacks on civilians.

Military aspects are not considered, although parts of the
topics listed above require liaison with military
establishments.

This document was prepared by a working group chaired
by Professor Harry Smith CBE FRS (Emeritus Professor of
Microbiology, University of Birmingham) and comprising
Professor Peter Biggs CBE FRS (Formerly Director of
Animal Disease Research, Agricultural and Food Research
Council), Professor Peter Blain (Department of

Environmental and Occupational Medicine, University of
Newcastle upon Tyne), Dr Michael Crumpton CBE FRS
(Formerly Director of Research (Laboratories), Imperial
Cancer Research Fund), The Lord Hunt of Chesterton CB
FRS (Department of Space and Climate Physics, University
College London), Dr David Kelly CMG (Ministry of
Defence), Dr George Poste CBE FRS (Formerly Chief
Science and Technology Officer, SmithKline Beecham and
currently Chief Executive, Health Technology Networks,
Arizona, USA), Mr Julian Perry Robinson (Science Policy
Research Unit, University of Sussex), Sir Joseph Smith
(Formerly Director, Public Health Laboratory Service) and
Professor Brian Spratt FRS (Wellcome Trust Centre for the
Epidemiology of Infectious Disease, Department of
Zoology, University of Oxford), with support from Mr
Robert Ward and Ms Sarah Wright (Science Advice
Section, Royal Society).

1. The nature of BW, their effectiveness and an
assessment of agents that are most likely to be used

Biological warfare can be waged against human
populations, crops and farm animals. Only those BW that
directly affect human populations are considered here.

1.1The nature of BW

BW include living micro-organisms and toxins (non-living
poisons of biological origin) that are intended to be
spread deliberately in aerosols, food or water to cause
disease, death or other harm to man, animals and plants.
They are potentially a serious threat. In the past, about 25
naturally occurring micro-organisms (bacteria and viruses)
and toxins have been considered for use as BW.

Most of these agents can be spread by aerosols (eg
Bacillus anthracis) and some by food or water (Vibrio
cholerae, Salmonella typhi). They include highly infectious
agents (Yersinia pestis, smallpox virus) and those not
normally transmissible between humans (Bacillus
anthracis). Many of them have been used in experimental
BW trials with animal models and some have been made
into weapons.

Over the last decade, genetically-modified potential
agents have been made possible by advances in
biotechnology. Micro-organisms and toxins can be made
more effective or able to overcome medical
countermeasures. Also, knowledge of the human
genome and technical advances in gene therapy and
delivery systems may lead to harmful manipulation of
gene expression in people; some have even claimed that it
might be possible to target ethnic groups. However, these
developments are some years away and in some cases are
likely to be more fictional than real.
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There is increasing concern over the possible use of BW
for three reasons. First, there is fear of the unknown
effects of new agents that might be produced by genetic
manipulation. Second, production of BW is relatively
cheap and easily concealed under the cover of peaceful
activities (eg in pharmaceutical plants), so the weapons
could become attractive to those nations with low
budgets seeking a counter to nuclear weapons. Third,
living BW seem to be particularly suitable for certain
forms of terrorism. Given the relevant technology, they
are simple to produce in small quantity. Their slow action
allows the perpetrators to escape before the effects are
apparent. They could be used for either maverick or state-
sponsored terrorism.

1.2The effectiveness of BW

Unlike nuclear and chemical weapons, the effectiveness
of BW spread in aerosol form against human populations
in war or by terrorist activity has not been proven (see
Appendix 1). Mercifully, the impact of BW has not been
demonstrated in practice. Estimates of the possible
effects of BW come from experiments with animal
models.

Micro-organisms and toxins may be lethal or infectious to
all of a population if administered by injection or orally,
but achieving such effects by spread of aerosols in the
field is a different matter. Observations on naturally-
occurring and experimental infectious diseases indicate
that those BW that may be available now or in the near
future are unlikely to have as devastating an effect on
human populations as nuclear weapons. The use of BW
would cause sickness and some of the agents would
cause death in a proportion of the population. Perhaps
some would spread to cause wide-scale epidemics. While
it would be irresponsible to be complacent about the
possible effects of BW, it would also seem prudent not to
overestimate them.

The use of BW in war or terrorist activity would probably
cause some panic, with consequent disruption of public
services. This would occur to some extent even if the
number of casualties was small. However, almost
certainly, the panic would be greater if the possible effects
of BW had been exaggerated beforehand.

As a basis for managing the consequences of BW attacks
and for issuing balanced and accurate information, there
should be a scientifically sound and realistic assessment of
the possible effects of those BW that are most likely to be
used. This will not be easy because many BW produce
diseases that are rare under normal circumstances in the
UK, so relevant and reliable information on their effects
will be limited. Independent, as well as government,

scientists should be involved in this assessment. Attention
must be given to clinical and epidemiological data of
natural human infection as well as the results of aerosol
experiments with animal models. Computer modelling of
aerosol cloud travel in different situations and of human
epidemics should be used. Also, it may be possible to
model mathematically the progression of infection in
individuals. It is probable that such assessments are being
conducted in government laboratories, so it would be
helpful if these laboratories could share as much
information as security considerations would allow.

1.3Assessment of the BW agents that are most likely to
be used

Although any of the agents listed in Appendix 1 could be
used, as well as others including those produced by genetic
manipulation, an analysis of the capabilities and intentions
of each potential perpetrator may indicate that the number
of agents likely to be deployed would be sufficiently small to
make the preparation of tailored contingency plans feasible.
Risk assessment should aim to determine:

• the agents that are most likely to be used by each
probable aggressor country or known terrorist group;

• the means of delivery that each might use;

• the probable effects of an attack and the response to
it; and

• the probable intent of the attacker.

The possibility of an attack by an unexpected agent must
be kept in mind but, even if such an attack occurred,
having procedures to detect, and therefore exclude, a
range of known agents would narrow the field and might
help in identifying the unknown agent. The assessment
should be based on intelligence data about the
capabilities of potential aggressor states and terrorist
groups to produce and deploy BW, and on the latest
scientific information about the nature and properties of
the agents in relation to producing agents and turning
them into weapons. The assessment would require the
co-operation of intelligence agencies and military
establishments that deal with BW.

1.4Conclusions

• In the past, only naturally occurring micro-organisms
and toxins have been considered for BW. Over the last
decade, the derivation of additional agents has
become possible through advances in genetic
manipulation and other biotechnology, a trend that
will continue in the future.
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• There is increasing concern about the possible use of
BW because terrorists and poor nations seeking an
alternative to nuclear arms may find them attractive.

• BW are potentially a serious threat, but mercifully the
scale of their effectiveness against human populations
in war and by terrorist attack has not been proven in
practice. Observations from natural infectious disease
indicate that BW are unlikely to have as devastating an
effect on human populations as nuclear weapons.

• Exaggerating the possible effects of BW could increase
panic that would be likely to occur to some extent even
if the number of casualties is small. A scientifically
sound and realistic assessment of the effects in
humans of the agents that are most likely to be used
should be made as a basis for managing the
consequences of BW attacks and for ensuring
balanced and accurate information about them.

• The agents that are most likely to be deployed by
particular aggressors or terrorists may be relatively few
in number. Analyses should be made, based on
scientific knowledge of the properties of the agents
and intelligence data about those countries and
known terrorist groups that might attack the UK.
However, it must be kept in mind that unexpected
agents might be used.

2. International control measures: The Biological
Weapons Convention and its projected Protocol

The Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), which is
intended to prevent the developing, testing, production
and stockpiling of BW, was agreed in 1972. Most, but not
all, nations have signed it, and/or the 1925 Geneva
Protocol which prohibits use of BW. At present, attempts
are being made to strengthen the BWC by establishing a
verification Protocol that would deter acquisition of BW
and allow detection of infringements. The overall
constraint on achieving success is that the technology has
a dual use. The knowledge of microbiology and
biotechnology, and the research facilities and production
plants, needed for the development of BW are similar to
those required to produce vaccines, drugs and
agrochemicals. Thus, development of BW can be
concealed under the cover of peaceful activities. Three
measures are envisaged for the verification Protocol:

• declarations of information about biological facilities
that could be used for the development or production
of BW;

• on-site visits to these facilities by internationally
appointed inspectors to check the declarations;

• and procedures for investigating possible
infringements.

The progress of the negotiations is slow.

2.1The core problems of verification

Two main problems face the negotiators of the verification
Protocol. The first is to ensure that the Protocol keeps up
with scientific and technological advances, especially in
relation to recognising future “other biological agents” in
the broad General Purpose Criterion for defining BW under
Article I of the Convention. As mentioned in Section 1.1,
these agents could include those arising from manipulation
of microbial and/or host gene expression by the latest
genetic technologies.

The second is to prevent the application of dual-use
biotechnology to the development of BW without
damaging beneficial applications in medicine, agriculture
and environmental management. A major challenge in
achieving this is to design on-site inspection procedures
that include talking to staff, but that minimise the risks of
revealing commercial and national secrets. At present,
some parts of industry are reluctant to accept on-site
inspections in forms that they could not control.

The Royal Society could supply up-to-date independent
scientific advice for defining “other biological agents”. On-
site inspections need a sensible definition of triggers for
deciding which facilities are to be inspected, and acceptable
surveillance procedures. Both need scientific advice and the
active and constructive involvement of biotechnology-
based industry. Surveillance operations should be applied
universally and with equity over small and large enterprises,
within industry, government and academia. Properly
trained, neutral, full-time inspectors with a diplomatic
approach, similar to those who are available to support the
Chemical Weapons Convention, are essential. Only in this
way can the co-operation of industry be obtained.

The Royal Society could encourage co-operation between
industrial management and potential inspectors. It could
also provide independent scientific advice on surveillance
procedures. Recent advances in biotechnology should be
used to devise sensitive and specific methods for
detecting BW with a minimum occurrence of false
positives. Novel surveillance and detection tools will be
needed to deal with “other biological agents” that may
emerge in the future. Also, the possible use of remote
sensing by ground, airborne, and satellite sensors should
be kept in mind for revealing more about the
manufacture and transport of large quantities of BW
materials and their delivery systems.
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2.2Dealing with illicit activities

An effective verification regime for the BWC may expose
illicit activity by a State Party, but this could not be stopped
unless the Party agreed. The question arises, therefore, of
how the international community should deal with nations
that persist in developing BW or have actually used them.
Obtaining agreement on a procedure to adopt for
transgressors is essential for controlling BW. However,
negotiations for such a procedure may take as long as those
for a verification regime. Article VII of the BWC deals with
the situation to some extent. It states: “Each State Party to
the Convention undertakes to provide or support assistance
in accordance with the United Nations Charter, to any Party
of the Convention which so requests, if the Security Council
decides that such a Party has been exposed to danger as a
result of a violation of the Convention”. Also, there is a
recent proposal to prohibit biological and chemical
armament under international criminal law. Non-state
sponsored terrorist activity is not covered directly by the
BWC. The first step in trying to control it is for individual
states to enact national legislation prohibiting and
criminalising such activity.

2.3Conclusions

• Attempts to establish a verification Protocol for the
BWC are based on declarations of facilities that could
be used to develop BW, on-site inspections and
investigation of possible infringements. Progress is
slow but the Royal Society encourages the Parties
involved to conclude successfully negotiations over the
Protocol as a matter of urgency.

• One core problem is keeping up with scientific
advances so that biological agents that might be used
in the future can be anticipated and suitable methods
of detection devised. Another is to ensure that dual-
use biotechnology is not employed to develop BW. This
will require procedures that minimise the risk of
revealing commercial and national secrets and do not
damage beneficial applications of the technology.

• The co-operation of the pharmaceutical and
biotechnology industries is essential and can be gained
only through high level discussions with industrial
management, particularly about sensible triggers for
deciding which facilities should be inspected, and
surveillance procedures that are acceptable, neutral
and diplomatic.

• The Royal Society could support the BWC Protocol for
verification by providing independent scientific advice on
the application of the latest scientific developments.

• There is no internationally agreed procedure for
dealing with transgressors of the BWC. This should be
negotiated.

3. National control measures: Management of the
consequences of BW attacks on civilians

An effective response to a BW attack will depend on
accurate scientific advice about the agents, their effects
and countermeasures, efficient civil incident
management, and a sound public health and medical
infrastructure. An overall structure involving scientific,
administrative and medical measures is needed, together
with reliable contacts with intelligence sources and
appropriate military establishments. The requirements for
individual BW can be addressed within the general
structure. The methods for assessing which agents might
be used and their effects have been discussed in Sections
1.1, 1.2 and 1.3.

3.1Detecting outbreaks

The detection of a BW attack should involve the existing
arrangements in the United Kingdom for handling natural
outbreaks of infection. The national surveillance centres
(the Public Health Laboratory Service Communicable
Disease Surveillance Centre in London and the Scottish
Centre for Infection and Environmental Health in
Glasgow) should receive intelligence advice from the
military about the biological agents that are most likely to
be deployed. They should be alerted whenever
intelligence suggests an increased risk of attack. Selected
laboratories should be given training in methods for rapid
identification. Clusters of undiagnosed infectious disease
should be reported immediately to designated
departments of the national surveillance centres.

3.2Clinical care

Clinical care could be difficult. Medical staff would be
unfamiliar with many of the diseases caused by BW, so
appropriate training for key medical staff is essential.
There may be lack of facilities for isolating infectious cases
and possibly shortages of antibiotics and other
countermeasures. The possibility of dealing with a
previously unknown infectious disease must be kept in
mind. In the case of a large scale attack, when facilities for
care may be limited, plans should be made to identify the
persons most in need of care. Plans to establish a cordon
sanitaire and decontamination would be needed,
depending on the nature of the agent. For key facilities,
sterilisation of incoming air might be considered.
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3.3Provision of stocks of countermeasures

Provision of national vaccine banks and stockpiles of
antibiotics against BW for civilian use will be difficult.
Advances in biotechnology provide the potential for
producing vaccines, antibiotics and antitoxins against BW,
but the cost would be high. Efficacy testing in humans
could not be accomplished for such rare diseases. The
risks and benefits of different scales of vaccination would
need to be measured for particular agents. It is not
possible to provide protection of all civilians against all
BW, nor for all persons exposed to a major attack with any
given agent. The overall conclusion is that only limited
stocks of countermeasures for a few of the most likely BW
can be accumulated. This should be put into operation,
but can it be accomplished? Industry is normally not
interested in countering rare exotic diseases, so special
arrangements would need to be made by government.
These could be made either with industry or in a specially
designated government laboratory. Possible international
co-operation on the production of vaccines and
neutralising antibodies should be explored.

3.4Minimising panic

As discussed in Section 1.2, the main deleterious effect of
a BW attack may be panic with consequent disruption of
civilian services. This may be reduced by the following
measures. Before an attack, key people such as police,
medical staff, nurses, teachers and firemen should be
informed on a regular basis about the properly assessed
effects of BW (see Section 1.2) and the available
countermeasures. Also, consideration should be given to
providing balanced and accurate information to the
general public, as appropriate. If an attack occurred,
simple explanatory pamphlets ready for issue may be
useful, but erroneous or irrelevant information, which
might erode the confidence in the authorities, must be
avoided. Communication with the Press and other media
must aim at avoiding sensationalism. This may be
mitigated by a rapid, highly visible and co-ordinated
response from the authorities and well-informed Press
Officers who know what is being done to cope with the
incident.

3.5An analysis of the attack

The main features of the attack (eg the BW used, the
number and outcome of clinical and sub-clinical cases,
the numbers of BW micro-organisms found in food,
water and air samples, the reactions of the public and the
media, and the nature and effects of control measures)
should be documented. This would secure hard data to
optimise the response to subsequent attacks.

3.6Co-ordination of the efforts of different government
authorities

Effective countering of a BW attack would need co-
ordination of the efforts of the police, public health
authorities, intelligence services and the military. The
responsibilities of each authority should be defined and
lines of communication established before an attack.
Collaboration plans should be prepared and tested in
simulated attacks.

3.7Conclusions

• To manage the consequences of a BW attack on
civilians, overall co-ordination involving scientific,
administrative and medical measures is needed, with
appropriate military intelligence and advice.

• Detection of BW attacks should be based on the
existing civil arrangements in the United Kingdom for
dealing with natural outbreaks and advice from the
military of specific biological agents.

• Clinical care could be difficult in the event of a large
scale attack. Key medical staff must be trained to
recognise diseases caused by BW.

• It is not possible to provide protection of all civilians
against all BW, or even one BW. Only limited stocks of
countermeasures against a few of the most likely BW
can be accumulated. This should be done either by
special arrangements with industry or by designated
government laboratories.

• Measures should be taken to minimise panic by
informing the public and key people of the properly
assessed effects of BW and available countermeasures.
Attempts should be made to mitigate sensationalism.

• An analysis of an attack should be documented to aid
the response to an attack on a future occasion.

• The efforts of different government departments
should be co-ordinated, and collaborative plans should
be tested through simulated attacks.

4. Overall recommendations

• Mercifully, the scale of effectiveness of BW against human
populations in war and by terrorist attack has not been
proven in practice. The possible effects of BW should not
be exaggerated as this could increase the panic that is likely
to occur even if the number of casualties is small.
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• As a basis for the management of the consequences of
BW attacks and for ensuring balanced and accurate
information about them, a scientifically sound and
realistic assessment of these effects should be made by
a panel of government and independent scientists.

• The agents that are most likely to be deployed by
particular aggressors or terrorists should be assessed
from intelligence data and scientific knowledge of the
properties of the agents, and the possibility of attacks
with unexpected agents should be kept in mind.

• Progress on the BWC Protocol for verification is slow,
but the Royal Society encourages the Parties involved
to conclude successfully their negotiations as a matter
of urgency. The co-operation of the pharmaceutical
and biotechnology industries is essential and can be
gained only through high level discussions with
industrial management.

• The Royal Society could support the BWC Protocol for
verification by providing independent advice on the
application of the latest scientific developments.

• International consultations are needed to establish a
procedure for dealing with transgressors of the BWC.

• To manage the consequences of a BW attack on
civilians, collaborative plans should be set up between
the police, public health authorities, the clinical and
hospital services, the intelligence agencies and the
military. The authorities who would co-ordinate the
local and national responses should be made clear.
These plans should be tested in simulated attacks.

• Detection of BW attacks should be based on the
existing civil arrangements in the United Kingdom for
dealing with natural outbreaks, and advice from the
military on specific agents.

• Key medical staff should be trained to recognise
diseases caused by BW.

• The government should consider the need for making
special arrangements to obtain stocks for
countermeasures against the BW agents that are most
likely to be used.

• Attempts should be made to reduce panic by issuing
accurate information to the public and the media.

• Documented analyses of attacks should be made to aid
future responses.
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